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On the island of the Cat People

The Italian Side of Town 
Wild Rose

Orange slices on a blue plate. The shower. Brass head. Colors don’t bewitch you. Blue 
stars and ice and tea the color of lead. The symphony was yellow and not even memory. 
It began with the sun in snow, with the mother you pretend not to know. Can we move 
to a safer city?

The boats in the harbor are slow and grey. The sky is pleasure. Flies on the surface of 
the child, September blue, the posters, millions of pounds of rice meal shriveled by the 
hypnocracy. Cannoli and espresso, the candy-striped barber’s pole, gelato, a pack of 
Marlboros for the curb. Life is careless.

You can have the ring. The felled maple was over one hundred years old. I wanted to walk 
the golden to the pond and watch her spring into it, cold as it was, but strangers were 
already walking there, and I thought, wow, margin, delineation, can you beat that?

The girls were with me. We decided to do the café like you and I used to. The laughing 
man wasn’t there today, but there was a room full of people talking loudly about the new 
religion. I paid for three steamers, almondine and hazelnut, and your geese flew low over 
my house. I trembled for you. I lost you. I mourned for you. There is so much air between 
me and the tank of water that feeds the city—The sky was blue today and the snow all 
melted. I’ll fill the tub with hot water and soak my head. It is my way of becoming one 
with the ocean. Epsom salts, some soft music.

The clock cuts the same circle over and over until it breaks one day. The radio plays 
nothing until someone switches it on. You got to start another day in the element of 
your cherished mistakes. Whatever they are, they gently set me down here just like some 
tornadoes do with babies they swipe from mothers’ arms.
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I grew up on the Italian side of town.
Never mind the best Irish pub was in the midst
Of all this, near the drug-filled
Park and the frozen skating pond
In February as the late afternoon sun
Turned the hill into a rose aurora
Of black silhouettes of leafless oaks.
The buses tunneled like moles
Through the aromas of a hundred
Pizza parlors and spaghetti diners
As night gripped the valley
And the one-eyed coal trains
Needled through the dark on their thin rails.
Walking home, with my cornet case creasing,
With its black plastic handle,
My creased hand, I would stop at the small Italian grocery,
Its earthy aroma of fresh fruits piled high,
And vegetables, and buy an apple and a package
Of cheese crackers and a tube of candy powder,
Amidst all the strange bottles of herbed oil,
And wicker baskets of long bulk pasta
And wash tubs of fresh mozzarella,
Amidst all the strangeness and the unswept
Floors and the insistent smell of ancient dirt,
Amidst all the breath of cheeses
Sighing from ropes, I’d buy
To keep my strength up on the busy street,
The eyes of cars and delivery trucks
Glaring at me, until I paused at the bus stop
And found refuge in the lit belly of the whale.
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My mother cultivated a bramble of wild rose

She could view as she washed dishes or made sausage rolls

In the kitchen. It was the bane of the neighbor’s dachshund

Who would yelp, stung by its thorns. If misborn,

A sparrow might even die there. Not even bathwater

Could kill the wild rose. Bea and Ray would daub

Poison on its leaves, and our cat, with grey grizzling

Fur, would eat rabbits inside its tea-leaf

Shade. It was thought, by me, to be home of a spook

Who smelled of garlic and whistled like a Hebrides

Dolphin in the moon-lit fog and over the garish

Cemeteries of our neighborhood back yards. Dog smell

Permeated the wild rose’s perimeter, and a small fish pond

Of cement and marbles gleamed and bubbled like Alka Seltzer.

How my mother loved that bramble of wild rose.
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